ABSTRACT
Production of fres h fruits and vegetables ( except pineapples), mainly for sale
in the Honolulu marker, provides the major source of income for more than 1,100
farm families in Hawaii. In 1952 about half of Honolulu's fresh vegetables were
imported. For the six vegetables: head cabbage, carrots, cucumbers, lettuce, sweet
poracoes, and comacoes included in this project, all of which are staples, the percent
age of imports ranged from less than 5 percent on cucumbers and head cabbage to
73 percent on carrots. Honolulu is the one important produce market in the Islands.
Produce from Island farms is usually sold on a commission basis. In contrast, prac
tically all mainland produce is bought outright by local importers. It is not unusual
for fresh fruits and vegetables co change hands two or more times at wholesale
before they finally reach the retail score. A tendency coward direct buying from
mainland shippers by large scale retailers in Honolulu is becoming increasingly
apparent.
Shrinkage loss at retail averaged about 7 percent on the six selected vegetables.
By mainland standards the shrinkage in volume through spoilage, sorting, and trim
ming was not particularly excessive on head cabbage ( 6.3 percent ) , carrots ( 4.6
percent ) , cucumbers ( 5.7 percent), and comacoes ( 6.0 percent) . But on head let
tuce ( 16.6 percent ) it was roughly double the normally expected rate, while on
sweetpotatoes (2 .5 percent ) Honolulu retailers appeared co have a much lower
comparative rate of loss. In general, the super markers reported a lower rate of
shrinkage loss than did scores classified as "medium" or "small." On Honolulu sales
of the six vegetables alone, computed on retail cost basis, shrinkage loss at the retail
level was equivalent co approximately $145,000 in 1952.
Gross margins taken by Honolulu retailers ranged from an average of 31.9 per
cent of selling on carrots co 43.8 percent on head lettuce. After adjusting the gross
margin for shrinkage loss at the retail level, the average margin realized by the
retailers ranged from 28.7 percent on carrots to 36.7 percent on sweetpotacoes. For
the other four items, the adjusted margin was 30.6 percent on cucumbers, 32.9 per
cent on head lettuce, 33.8 percent on head cabbage, and 35.4 percent on tomatoes.
Average retail prices of the six vegetables were not greatly different in super mar
kers, medium-sized markers, and small scores. Margins realized by super markets
were higher because of a lower rate of shrinkage loss and more advantageous buy
ing. Small scores, most of which buy frequently in limited quantities, paid the
highest average wholesale prices among the three score groups and also had the
smallest realized margins on each of the six vegetables.
On the basis of observations made during this study, it is evident that most
Honolulu retailers do not adhere co any uniform or consistent policy in marking
up their fresh produce. Margins, expressed as a percentage of the retail price, varied
greatly from score co score, from commodity co commodity, and even from one time
to another in the same store. Percentage margins taken by retailers tended co
decrease on a rising price trend at wholesale and tended to increase when whole
sale prices were on the decline. In general, percentage margins were smallest during
periods of relatively high retail prices. This performance of retail margins was not
the result of any conscious policy of maintaining constant dollar and cents margins.
Retail prices of the six vegetables were sluggish in their reaction to price changes
at the wholesale level. Apparently, retailers are most interested in the outcome of
their overall operations and give only limited attention co the relative profitability
of handling individual items. About half of the retail scores treated fresh produce
as a separate department for accounting purposes.

For five of the six vegetables included in the project, loss from shrinkage at
the wholesale level exceeded the comparable percentage rate of loss in retail stores.
Only head lettuce, with shrinkage of 10.2 percent at wholesale versus 16.6 percent
at retail, showed up more favorably. Carrots had a relatively low shrinkage rate of
4.9 percent, but sweetpotatoes were at the other extreme with an indicated shrink
of 20.8 percent. Loss rates for the other three vegetables were: head cabbage 7.6
percent; cucumbers 9.8 percent; tomatoes 11.2 percent. It is probable that the usual
practice of sorting and regrading much of the produce before it is delivered to
retailers is the major causal factor responsible for the heavy shrinkage in wholesale
channels. Hand-to-mouth buying, particularly by the small retail stores, also tends
to shift shrinkage loss from retailer to wholesaler. A value of approximately
$160,000 can be ascribed to shrinkage loss at the wholesale level on the 1952
Honolulu unloads of the six selected vegetables.
Gross margins, expressed as a percentage of the dealer's selling price, were
almost as high at wholesale as at retail for five of the six vegetables. In terms of
dollars and cents, however, the margins taken by wholesalers were much less than
those found at the retail level. The average gross margin on these five items ( carrots
being the excepted sixth) was about 36.8 percent of the price paid to the whole
saler by the retailer. On carrots the margin before allowance for shrinkage cost
was only 16.2 percent. After deducting the value of shrinkage, the adjusted whole
sale margins ranged from 11.9 percent on carrots to 31.5 percent on head cabbage.
Cucumbers, head lettuce, and sweetpotatoes showed almost uniform, realized mar
gins of about 28 percent of the selling price. The adjusted margin on tomatoes
was a little more than 24 percent. The apparent discrepancy between the usual
15 percent commission rate on consignment sales by wholesalers and the higher
margins actually realized on most produce may be attributed largely to the handling
of individual lots by more than one wholesale dealer. The low rate of markup on
carrots is no doubt due to the prevalence of imports of that product and the constant
threat of increased direct buying from the mainland by Honolulu retailers if margins
taken by importing wholesalers are considered excessive.
Statistical analysis of price behavior is only partly effective in explaining the
behavior of fresh vegetable prices in the Honolulu market. Simple correlation of
price and market supply, which normally shows a more or less high degree of rela
"tionship, does not produce significant results where imports are an important factor;
in fact, the value of this particular correlation as an explanation of price movements
in the Honolulu market declines consistently as the proportion of imports in the
local market supply of a particular commodity increases. For all practical purposes,
vegetables produced in the Islands cannot for any extended period of time command
a price very much above the landed cost of similar produce imported from the
mainland. While this ceiling on produce prices is effective, there is no floor price
available to support prices during periods when local production gluts the Honolulu
market. Vegetables produced in Hawaii are not now exported in other than token
quantities on an experimental basis.
About a third of the consumer dollar was required to cover the retail margin
realized on the six vegetables. Shrinkage cost at retail absorbed an average of 4.6
cents and this cost at wholesale averaged about 5 cents per dollar of retail sales.
Wholesale margins, adjusted for cost of shrinkage, accounted for almost 16 cents
of the consumer's dollar. These marketing charges, which were incurred after the
produce reached Honolulu from local growing areas or from the mainland, thus
represented approximately 60 cents of each dollar used by local consumers to buy
the six selected vegetables.
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MARGINS, SHRINKAGE, AND PRICING
OF CERTAIN FRESH VEGETABLES IN HONOLULU
INTRODUCTION

Production of produce for sale in fresh form, mainly in the Honolulu market,
is one of the major enterprises of diversified 1 farms in Hawaii. Although fresh
fruits and vegetables ( except pineapples ) have made up only some 2 percent of
the total value of the Territory's agricultural output in recent years, these crops
were the main source of income for 1,149 of Hawaii's farmers in 1952. By volume,
in recent years Hawaii has imported about as much fresh produce as has been grown
locally. Except for bananas, watermelons, pineapples, avocados, and papayas, local
production of fruits is of minor importance. In contrast to the situation on fruits,
vegetables from Island farms generally dominate the Honolulu market. From the
standpoint of tonnage involved, the only important imports of vegetables in the
fresh form are carrots, celery, dry onions, and Irish potatoes.
In the effort that is being made to strengthen the economy of Hawaii, much
attention has been given to the practicability of expanding and improving the local
produce industry. With this goal in view, the University of Hawaii is carrying on
several research projects that relate to various phases of fruit and vegetable market
ing. The first step in the study upon which this report is based consisted of an
investigation into consumer demand for and consumption of certain vegetables in
the Honolulu market. The report on this initial survey was issued in June 1953.2
In order to understand better the marketing process through which fresh produce,
in general, and six important vegetables, in particular, move in reaching the ultimate
consumer, the second phase of the project was concentrated upon margins, shrinkage
cost, and price behavior at retail and wholesale levels in Honolulu. This knowledge
of margins, shrinkage, and price behavior is an essential part of the information
needed to evaluate the present marketing system and to ascertain at what points
the system may be improved. For this reason, the findings reported as a result of
chis study should be of interest to farmers, wholesalers, retailers and ochers, includ
ing consumers, who are looking for ways to reduce the marketing costs involved
in handling fresh fruits and vegetables, whether they are produced in Hawaii or
imported from the mainland.
From July 1951 through April 1953 prices of the six vegetables ( head cabbage,
carrots, cucumbers, lettuce, sweetpotatoes, and tomatoes ) included in the study were
collected weekly by University of Hawaii personnel who visited 17 retail scores
in Honolulu. The retail prices were then related to the wholesale prices reported
in the regular semi-weekly editions of the Federal-Territorial Market Report issued
by the Agricultural Extension Service of the University. The relationships between
these series of prices serve as the basis for a number of the observations on price
behavior that are included in this report. From May 1952 through April 1953
( except July 195 2 ) reports were obtained on the same six vegetables from 15
Honolulu retailers who listed quantity purchased, throw-away loss, and selling prices
for one full week of each month. For the lase 4 months of chis period, the reports
provided also a listing of the cost of each lot purchased during the week. These
1

Divers ified farms in Hawaii are those produ c ing crops other than sug ar cane and pineapples.
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latter reports provide the data on which the retail margins and shrinkage rates are
based in this report. Stores included in these surveys were selected in such a way
that the different types and sizes of retail outlets were represented, as also were the
several geographic areas of Honolulu.
Wholesale margins and shrinkage are based for the most part on the experience
of six Honolulu wholesalers. Quantities bought and sold and prices paid and
received for the six vegetables from January through April 1953 were taken from
the accounting records of the dealers by University personnel assigned co the project.
Thus, as the particular vegetables on which the margins and shrinkage at wholesale
are determined have no direct relationship to the items included in the retail price
surveys, it was not practicable to attempt co maintain physical identity of the lots
at the two levels of trade. It is assumed that the calculated margins of the wholesale
dealers surveyed are representative and may therefore be used in connection with
the buying prices of the retailers covered by the study.
For purposes of this report the determination of margins and shrinkage begins
with the receipt of the packed vegetables by the wholesale dealers, f.o.b. Honolulu.
In continuing this research project, attention may well be given next co the cost
of transportation from point of production co the Honolulu market, to pick up
and delivery costs in Honolulu, and to the substantial costs incurred by growers
in preparing their produce for market. Other studies now in progress at the Uni
versity are concerned with loss from shrinkage while the produce is enroute from
neighboring islands to the Honolulu market, with improvement of containers, and
with improvements in grading and packing.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HONOLULU PRODUCE MARKET

Honolulu is a "pocket" market in the extreme sense of the term. It is the one
large trading center in the Territory, with a civilian population of more than
232,000 in 1952. Also, it is more than 2,000 miles from the mainland, the logical
source of supply for commodities that are not produced locally. As Honolulu proper
has at least half of Hawaii's population, it draws to its markets much of the produce
of neighboring islands. Substantial quantities of fresh fruits and vegetables are also
shipped in from the mainland. Market supplies of produce cannot be augmented
immediately when local production drops, nor can local produce be diverted ro
other markets when supplies are sufficiently large co depress the price in Honolulu.
In these circumstances, it is not surprising that price fluctuations in the local pro
duce trade are often violent. This is particularly so when outside sources of supply
are cut off by shipping strikes or when Hawaii's output of produce crops is either
above or below normal to any marked degree.
VOLUME A N D SOURCES OF SUPP LY (table 1)

Unloads of fresh fruits and vegetables in Honolulu averaged 46,712 cons an
nually in the 1950-52 period. Unloads of fresh pineapples sold locally are not
reported regularly, and pineapples are not included in chis total. Imports made up
about 56 percent of these average annual unloads in Honolulu. Practically all of
the shipments co the Territory from outside sources originated in the West Coast
ports of the continental United Scates. Imports of individual commodities varied
markedly, ranging from zero for such items as papayas, bananas, and daikon ro
a1most 100 percent for deciduous fruits, and to well over 90 percent for Irish
potatoes and celery.~
3
1952 HONOLULU UNLOADS OF
14, Univ. Hawaii, February 1953.
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Table 1. Market supply from all sources, relationship of imports to total market supply,
and major sources of local supply for six selected vegetables, Honolulu, Hawaii, 1952.*
ITEM

Head cabbage -----------------------Carrots ---------------------· ·----------C u~um bers ------------------------------·
Head lettuce ----------------------
Sweetpotatoes ------------------Tomatoes ------------ ·------------------All .vegetables -----------------------

MARKET SUPPLY

IMPORTS

Tons

Percent

2,761
1,275
1,435
1,232
489
2,432
26,393

3
73

t

51
27
30
49

MAJOR LOCAL SOURCES

Islands
Maui, Hawaii
Maui, Hawaii
Oahu, Hawaii
Hawaii
Oahu
Oahu, Maui, Kauai

"'SOURCE OP DATA: Hawaii Agricultural Extension Service.
tlcss than 1 percent.

Among the six vegetables: head cabbage, carrots, cucumbers, lettuce, sweet
potatoes, and tomatoes upon which attention is concentrated in this report, the
relationship of local production to the total Honolulu market supply in 1952 showed
a low of 27 percent for carrots and a high of 99-plus percent for cucumbers (see
table 1). About half of Honolulu's head lettuce 4 originated on the mainland, but
the Islands provided more than two-thirds of the 1952 unloads of sweetpotatoes
and tomatoes. Head cabbage was almost entirely of local origin.
The principal producing areas in Hawaii for each of the six vegetable crops
are indicated in table 1. Maui is the major local source of head cabbage and carrots,
H awaii provides most of the head lettuce, and Oahu produces much of the cucum
bers, sweetpotatoes, and tomatoes. Of the total 1950-52 Honolulu unloads of fresh
fruits and vegetables, Oahu provided 27 percent of the supply, and neighboring
islands accounted for an additional 17 percent. The rest, being 56 percent, came
from sources outside the Territory.
Produce from neighboring islands is brought to Honolulu by both air and water.
Head lettuce, which has a high value per unit in relation to its weight, often moves
by air freight, while cabbage and carrots usually come by barge. Lack of adequate
facilities for surface transportation from some growing areas and the desire to
minimize the shrinkage of produce while it is enroute tO market are major factors
responsible for the developing use of air freight in moving fresh fruits and vege
tables from neighboring islands to Honolulu. On Oahu, where Honolulu is located,
produce reaches market by motor truck. Except in extreme emergency, when air
freight may be used to a limited extent, practically all of the fresh produce that
reaches Hawaii from sources outside the Islands is brought in by steamship.
MARKETING CHANNELS

Fresh fruits and vegetables move through the Honolulu market in a reasonably
direct way. As figure 1 indicates, numbers and types of handlers involved between
the growers of local produce and the ultimate consumers of these commodities are
not excessive. This may also be said in relation to imported produce ( figure 2) .
Bui:, this relative simplicity of channels is deceiving. It reflects neither the scale
of individual operations nor the operating methods that prevail in the Honolulu
produce market. An outstanding characteristic of this market is the large number
of firms engaged in wholesaling, while produce operations are small scale at all
levels. Approximately 75 produce dealers of various types, including brokers and
'Head lettuce, as defined in chis study, means Iceberg type only. Manoa (Mignonette) type let
tuce, produced in quantity on Oahu, is not ·included.
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sales representatives, operate in the Honolulu wholesale market. Consignment sell
ing is customary when Island-grown produce is involved, and this feature may be
largely responsible for the many wholesale dealers. The prevalence of small lots
of produce in this market and the intermittency of receipts from the neighboring
islands and the mainland would also tend to encourage the small-scale operations.
Imported produce is generally ( 1) handled through brokers or direct sales agents
of mainland shippers who sell either to wholesalers or large retailers or ( 2) is
bought direct from mainland dealers, usually f.o.b. Pacific Coast ports, by local
wholesalers. Very little mainland produce is shipped tO Hawaii on consignment.
Although the practice has been developing gradually since 1946, there is a definite
probability that it is only a matter of a short time until more of the larger retail
outlets, and perhaps groups of smaller stores, establish direct buying connections
with mainland shippers. The close proximity of local producers, particularly on
Oahu, results in a fairiy substantial volume of direct sales from the farm to retailers,
earing places, and even individual consumers in Honolulu. More of these direct
sales are made of such produce as papayas and bananas than of any vegetable crop.
It is not improbable that such sales to retailers by growers, or even groups of
growers, will become more extensive as competition at retail becomes more intense
and as growers develop larger production units.
A limited number of grower cooperatives prepare local produce for shipment
from neighboring islands to Honolulu. As a general rule, these associations, some
of which have salaried sales representatives in Honolulu, route all of their produce
through commercial dealers and pay the cuscomary commission for jobbing or
wholesaling. Dealers who are initial receivers of vegetables shipped by cooperatives
may or may not handle produce from other sources. The going rate of commission
on fruits and vegetables is 15 percent of the sales return, with the shipper bearing
the shrinkage that occurs before the sale is made. Practically all produce dealers
in Honolulu are service-type wholesalers who provide delivery and extend credit
co retailers, peddlers, and eating places. In addition, wholesalers in this market are
not only willing co sell in very small quantities, but they are also willing co grade
and re-sort much of the produce that they receive from local shippers and from
the mainland. Those produce dealers in Honolulu who receive fruits and vegetables
from initial shippers and then sell in turn co ocher wholesale dealers are called
" jobbers." This designation is peculiar

to

the local area. On the mainland the usual

term applied to such a dealer is "receiver." Some firms engaged in the local produce
trade are classified as both jobbers and wholesalers, and only a very few restrict
themselves exclusively co the jobbing function as that operation is defined here.
Local sales agents who represent produce cooperatives make up a substantial part
of the dealers who act only in a jobbing capacity.
Since the end of World War II, super markets have become an important factor
in the Honolulu retail trade. Chain stores of the large scale, regional type that is
so common on the mainland are still not found in Hawaii. At present two Honolulu
firms operate more than three food stores under central management, and these
would logically be classified as "local" chains. When the consumer survey of vege
table consumption in Honolulu was conducted in October 1951,5 it was estimated
that there were 12 super markets, 48 medium-sized stores, and 300 neighborhood
type groceries that handled fresh produce as a more or less important part of their
over-all food business. In addition, an undetermined but substantial number of
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truck peddlers or vendors were operating in the city. The survey indicated that
about 38 percent of the families patronized super markets, 24 percent preferred
medium-sized stores, 24 percent used neighborhood groceries, and 14 percent
obtained most of their fresh produce from peddlers. To complete the commercial
distribution pattern for fresh fruits and vegetables, there are almost 800 eating places
in the city proper. Some produce is sold directly to individual consumers by local
growers, but the quantity that moves through this channel is not significant.
A sizable number of retail stores and a few eating places obtain a part of their
produce directly from Island growers. Peddlers also obtain a minor part of their
produce in this way. It is not known just what part of the total market supply
of local produce is sold through this channel, but over a period of time it is
undoubtedly less than 10 percent. Some growers prefer to sell directly when the
market supplies are plentiful and commission dealers are having difficulty in getting
a satisfactory return for their clients. In the same circumstances, others who are
perhaps less aggressive will try to unload everything on the commission dealers.
Except for limited purchases from growers, Honolulu produce peddlers buy prac
tically all of their fruits and vegetables from wholesalers. Restaurants, hotels, and
institutions also depend almost entirely upon wholesalers for their supplies of fresh
produce.
RETAIL SHRINKAGE, MARGINS, AND PRICES

Retailers play a particularly important part in the marketing of fresh fruits and
vegetables. At this stage the consumer comes into actual contact with the produce
and decides just what and how much to purchase. This decision is made on the
basis of need and also of attractiveness of display, quality of merchandise, and
prevailing prices of the items offered for sale. To handle fresh produce, the element
of shrinkage must be considered in marking the goods up for resale. This shrinkage
results from spoilage, trimming, and throw-away of bruised or otherwise damaged
merchandise. Margins taken in the produce department of an average retail store
are generally higher than those taken on ocher types of foods. These margins make
up a significant part of the consumer's dollar; they are therefore important in any
study of fruit and vegetable marketing. Prices of fresh produce fluctuate widely,
especially at wholesale, and one purpose of this project was to investigate the
behavior of these prices in the Honolulu market. The pricing policies of local
retailers and the response of retail prices to changes in wholesale quotations were
emphasized.
SHRINKAGE (table 2)

Among the 15 Honolulu stores from which reports were obtained for the period
from May 1952 through April 1953, it was found that average shrinkage for the
six selected vegetables ranged from a low of 2.5 percent on sweetpotatoes ta a high
of 16.6 percent on head lettuce. By type of stares, the range was even greater.
Generally speaking, the super markets reported a somewhat lower rate of loss than
did the medium-sized markets, but their advantage over small stares was less
apparent. As indicated in table 2, there may be some doubt as ta the reliability
of the averages computed for small stores on head lettuce and sweetpocatoes. How
ever, it is known that the neighborhood stores buy produce on a hand-to-mouth
basis with almost daily delivery in some cases. This practice in itself would partly
explain the relatively low rate of shrinkage loss in the small outlets.
The average loss rate of 2.5 percent on sweetpotatoes is exceptionally low; it
compares favorably with a reported mainland spoilage rate of about 6 percent on
10

Table 2. Shrinkage loss on six selected vegetables at retail, expressed as a percentage of the quantity
received by the retailer, according to type of stores, Honolulu, Hawaii, May 1952-April 1953.

COMMODITY

Head cabbage --------------------------------Carrots --------------------------------------------Cucumbers ·------------------------------------Head lettuce -------------------------··---·--·
Sweetpotatoes ------------------· ···--------····-Tomatoes ------·--·-------------------------

SUPER

MEDIUM-SIZED

SMALL

ALL

MARK E T

MARKET

STORE

STORES•

Percent

Percent

Percent

Percent

7.55
4.68
3.41
7.78 t
0.2 5 t
6.82

6.31
4.58
5.70
16.62
2.54
5.99

4.52
4.40
6.00
20.96
3.36
5.43

7.88
4 .78
7.53
18.64
3 .55
6.05

• Weighted average based on estimated volume of busi ness done by each class of stores.
t Qu:mtity handled by stores in samp le was ver y limi ud in relation to volu1ne reported by other cla sses of retail
outle t .

that commodity.a On the other hand, the 16.6 percent shrink on head lettuce is
more than double the mainland rate. On the basis of the same comparison, Hawaii's
retail scores are losing about the normally expected 5 co 6 percent through shrinkage
on head cabbage, carrots, cucumbers, and romaroes. When this shrinkage facror is
converted into dollar value it becomes significant as a marketing cost. For these
six vegetables alone, shrinkage at the retail level in Honolulu in 1952 represented
a loss of almost $145,000. ln arriving at this estimate the cost of the vegetables
to the retailer was the basis for the computation. It is apparent that constructive
action aimed at reduction of this shrinkage will be beneficial to the trade, to con
sumers, and t0 the economy of the Territory. Remedial measures should include
improved grading, more careful handl ing of produce at all stages, and better packag
ing and transportation.
MARGINS (table 3)

Markups taken by Honolulu retailers on the six vegetables included in this
project vary considerably. This range is found among the different items in any
one type of srore, and it also prevails for any one commodity when different types
of srores are compared. Average gross margin, as a percentage of the retail price,
was found tO range from 31.9 percent on carrots to 43.8 percent on head lettuce.
A tendency to cluster about midway between these extremes was noted for the
other vegetables. After allowing for loss through shrinkage, the range was reduced
so that the average net realized margin 7 ran from 28.7 percent on carrots tO 36.7
percent on sweetpotaroes. However, in this case, the average margins on the several
vegetables were dispersed rather evenly between the low and the high.
Except for cucumbers, both the gross margin and the realized margin ( in per
centage of selling) taken by super markets exceeded those found in the medium
sized markets and in small or neighborhood-type stores. Despite the higher per
centage margins obtained by the super markets, the retail prices prevailing in large
o PRODUCE DEPARTMENT SPA CE UTIL IZATION, GROSS MARG I NS, AND OP ER ATI NG COSTS I N SELECTED
RETAIL STOR ES, CHARLOTTE, N . C .
BADGER.

Marketing Res . Rpt. 36.

u. s.

D ept. Agr., Ju ne 1953. HENRY T.
Marketing Res. Rpt. 3 l. u. s.
LETTUCE SOLD IN CLEVELAND. Market

MARKE TI NG C HARGES FOR CA RROTS SOLD I N PITTSBURGH.

Dept. Agr., Feb ruary 195 3; MARKET IN G CHARG E S FOR HEAD
ing Res. Rpt. 6. u. s. Dept. Agr., June 1952; MARK E TING CHARGES FOR H E AD LETTUCE SOLD IN
PITTSBURGH. Marketing Res. Rpt. 4. U. S. Dept. Agr., April 1952; RETAIL MARGINS FOR SELECTED
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLCS I N PITTSBURGH, PA., Jul y 1950-January 1951. u. s. Dept. Agr.,
September 1953.
' R ealized margin is the gross margin adjust ed fo r loss throug h shrinkage, with shrinkage com
puted at cost price.
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stores were for the most part slightly below those reported by the other two classes
of outlets. Examination of the data on wholesale prices and shrinkage cost in table 3
reveals the reason for the apparent paradox of higher margin and lower selling
Table 3. Retail prices and shrinkage costs and margins on six selected vegetables handled by
15 retail ouclecs, by type of score, Honolulu, Hawaii, January-April 1953.

ITEMS

Head cabbage
Retail price (per pound) ------------·Wholesale price (per pound) -------Gross margin ·------------------------------Margin on selling (gross) ------------Shrinkage cost (per pound) -------~-Adjusted margin -------------------------- -Margin on selling (adjusted) -------Carrots
Retail price ( per pound) ------------Wholesale price (per pound) -------Gross margin ---------------------------------Margin on selling (gross) -------------Shrinkage cost (per pound) ---------Adjusted margin ---------------------------Margin on selling (adjusted) -------Cucumbers
Retail price (per pound) ------------Wholesale price ( per pound) -------Gross margin ---------------------------------Margin on selling (gross) -------------Shrinkage cost (per pound) ---------·
Adjusted margin ----·-·-----··---·--··--···
Margin on selling (adjusted) ------·Head leccuce
Retail price (per pound) -----------Wholesale price (per pound) ----·--·
Gross margin -------------------------------Margin on selling (gross) ------··-··
Shrinkage cost (per pound) ---------Adjusted margin ----------······----·--·--Margin on selling (adjusted) ----····
Sweecpocacoes
Retail price (per pound) ------··---·
Wholesale price (per pound) -----··Gross margin
-------·- ··- - --·------·--·Margin on selling (gross) -----------Shrinkage cost (per pound) ---------Adjusted margin ---- -------·----------Margin on selling (adjusted) ·------Tomatoes
Retail price (per pound) -------------Wholesale price (per pound) ------Gross margin ··--··-·---·-····--------------Margin on selling (gross) ----------·-Shrinkage cost (per pound) --------Adjusted margin --------------------------Margin on selling (adjusted) ------·-

ALL

SUPER

MEDIUM-SIZED

SMALL

MARKET

MARKET

STORE

10. 12 ¢
5.91 ¢
4.21 ¢
41.60 %
.28 ¢
3.93 ¢
38.83 %

10.29¢
6.50 ¢
3.79/t
36. S3o/o
. 56 ¢
3 1. 3 9 %

11.16¢
7. 31 ¢
3.85 ¢
34.50 %
.60 ¢
3.25 ¢
29.12 %

10.46¢
6.47¢
3.99¢
38.15 o/o
.45 ¢
3.54¢
33.84 %

15.13 ¢
10.12 c
5.01 ¢
33 . ll o/o
.47\'
4.54 ¢
30.00 o/o

16.22 ¢
11.02 ¢
5.2 0~
32 .0 6 %
.55 ¢
4.65 (/
28.67 %

19.92 ¢
13 . 84 ¢
6.08 ¢
30.52 %
.68 ¢
5.40 ¢
27.ll o/o

16.78¢
11.41 ¢

5.36¢
31.94 '/o
.55 ¢
4 .81 ¢
28.66 %

20.00 ¢
12.80¢

22.99¢

21.14 ¢
13 .84¢
7.30¢
34.53 '.fo
. 83 ¢
6.47 ¢
30.61 %
25.60 ¢
14.39¢
I 1.21 ¢

3.23 ¢

I

STORE S ,;

36.00 %
. 82 ¢
6. 38 ¢
31.90 %

8.69 ¢
37. 80 o/o
1.16¢
7.53 ¢
32.75 %

21.10 ¢
15 .02 ¢
6.08¢
28.82 %
.53 ¢
5.55 ¢
26.30 %

26.02¢
12.27¢
13.75 ¢
52.84 %
3.25¢
10.50¢
40.35 %

26.03 ¢
14.76¢
11.2 7¢
43 . 30 %
3.38 ¢
7.89 ¢
30.31 %

24. 50 ¢
17.33 ¢
7.17 ¢
29.27%
1.46¢ t
5.71¢
23.31 %

16.72 ¢
9.12¢
7.60 ¢
45.45%
. 32 ¢
7.28 <'
43.54 %

15.78 ¢
I 0.18 /j

13 .71 ¢
9. 88¢
3.83 ¢
27.94%
.02¢t
3.81 ¢
27.79 %

15.61 ¢

29.08 ¢
19.24¢
9.84¢
33.84%
1.41 ¢
8.43 ¢
28.99 %

27.96 ¢
16.97 ¢
10.99¢
39.31 %
1.09¢

1.20 ¢

28.55 ¢
15.41 ¢
13.14¢
46.02%
.88 ¢
12.26¢
42.94o/o

14.30 ¢

5.60 ¢

35.49 %
.37 ¢
5.23 1/33 . 14%
25 .92 ¢

17.14¢
8.78¢
33.87 %
1.10 ¢
7.68 ,f
29.63 %

43.79 o/o
2.78 ¢

8.43¢
32 .93 %

9.63 ¢
5.98 ¢
38.31 %
.25¢
5.73 ¢
36 .ll o/o

9.90 ¢

35.41 %

• Weighted anr.age based on estimated volume of business done by uch class of store.
tQuantity handled by store s in the sample was limic~d in relation to volume reported by other classes of rccaiJ
ouclct .
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prices in super markets. In all cases, the average wholesale price paid by the large
scores was less than that paid by ocher types of stores. Also, except for sweetpotatoes,
the medium-sized markers had a similar buying advantage over the small scores.
The practice of hand-co-mouth buying in neighborhood food stores may largely
account for the higher cost of their produce.
Retail prices in small scores, although generally above chose prevailing in other
types of scores, were not sufficient co offset the disadvantage of higher wholesale
prices combined with a greater shrinkage loss on some vegetables. As a direct
result of these factors, the realized margin of the small stores was considerably
below that obtained by the super markets and moderately less than that obtained
by medium-sized markets. On head lettuce ( an extreme example) small stores had
a net margin on selling of 23.3 percent. During the comparable period, super
markets realized 40.3 percent on chis commodity, while medium-sized markets had
a net of 30.3 percent. The net margin on carrots varied only a little among the
classes of scores. The range was from 27.1 percent in small scores to 30.0 percent
in super markets. In general, the disparity in net realized margin is greater between
super markets and medium-sized markets than it is when medium-sized markets and
small scores are compared.
When the cost of shrinkage is related to the margin on selling taken by the
retailer, the effect is more or less pronounced, depending on the rate of loss experi
enced by the dealers involved. In handling head lettuce, where the shrinkage was
found co average more than 16 percent, the margin for all scores was cut back from
43.8 co 32.9 percent by that one factor alone. This was equivalent to throwing out
lettuce costing $0.11 at wholesale every time a retail sale of $1.00 was made. In
contrast, the shrinkage cost per dollar of sales was only $0.02 for sweetpotatoes and
$0.03 for carrots. Average margins realized by Honolulu retailers on sales of carrots,
head lettuce, tomacoes, and sweetpotacoes were closely comparable co the margins
found in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, study. 8 On cabbage, however, stated in per
cent, the realized margin in H onolulu was only two-thirds of the Pittsburgh figure
( 33.8 versus 48. 1). No similar comparison can be made on cucumbers because that
item was nor included in the Pittsburgh study.
PRICING POLICY

It seems safe to say that Honolulu retailers have no consistent and uniform pat
tern of determining the markup that they take on fresh produce. Such a conclusion
would almost inevitably come out of the data assembled in connection with this
study of six vegetables. Differences in markup practices are wide from score co store,
and even in any given score the same practices do nor appear co be adhered co from
one rime to another. Such a result is not totally unexpected, however, as the same
phenomenon has been observed by mainland research workers in this field. Further
more, there is a growing belief that the average retailer does not attempt co relate
coses of handling to the margins taken on individual commodities but rather that
he attaches major importance co the over-all operations of the score and, in some
cases, to the relative profitability of separate departments. It is not surprising, then,
co learn that retailers in Honolulu have no well defined and consistent pricing policy
for each of the six vegetables covered by this project.
In response to specific questions on markup policy, operacors of most of the
surveyed Honolulu stores maintained that they either applied a uniform percentage
8 H ENRY
BURGH, PA.,
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markup to the cost of their produce or accepted the resale price suggested by their
wholesaler. The latter method prevailed among the small stores. A few cases were
found in which dealers said they based their prices on competition. Most retailers
said they varied the markup from commodity to commodity and were guided by
turnover, quality or shrinkage, and availability of the produce. The last response
appears on the surface to be contradictory to the reported practice of using a uni
form percentage markup, but it is in the sense of always applying the same per
centage to a given item that the "uniform markup" is used. Almost without
exception, local retailers indicated that it was their policy to change retail prices
whenever wholesale prices were altered or when they bought a new lot of produce
at a price that differed from the cost of the items on hand.
As a group, the retail stores included in the Honolulu sample apparently do
not conform entirely to the pattern of pricing policy reported by individual units.
The major discrepancy between verbal response to the survey and actual perform
ance lies in the tendency of retail prices to be "sticky," that is : to require an unusually
long period to adjust to price changes at wholesale. Figure 3 shows the movement
of Honolulu wholesale prices and the average retail margins taken on head cabbage
and tomatoes by 17 stores from July 1951 through April 1953. It is evident from
this graphic presentation that retail margins consistently declined during sustained
periods of rising prices and behaved in the opposite way when wholesale prices
were falling. Detailed examination of the data on which figure 3 is based shows
that the retailers as a group did not consistently adhere to any one of the three
principal methods of pricing: maintenance of one price, use of a fixed dollar and
cents markup, or application of a constant percentage markup. If there is any
tendency evident in the response of retail margins to changes in wholesale prices,
it is that retailers are reluctant to change prices frequently, and that this inflexibility
is evident whether prices are rising or falling. Although use of constant absolute
margins would tend to bring about the observed shifts in percentage margins, it
did not appear that enough stores used this pricing policy to provide more than
partial explanation of the manner in which margins behaved. On the basis of the
evidence afforded by figure 3 ic would be hard to contend that uniform percentage
markups are widely accepted and used by Honolulu stores in pricing fresh
vegetables.
An additional phase of price behavior is indicated by figure 4, which shows the
retail margins taken on head cabbage and tomatoes in relation to the prevailing
prices of these commodities at wholesale. From the way in which the dots are dis
persed in this diagram it is evident that there is a tendency on the part of retailers
to take a relatively low percentage markup when wholesale prices are high. This
practice is apparent for both head cabbage and tomatoes. It probably results
more from the inflexibility of retail prices than from the use of a fixed dollar and
cents markup. Conversely, when wholesale prices are low, retail margins, as a
percentage of selling, tend to be higher. This tendency is a great deal more evident
for tomatoes than for head cabbage. In varying degree, the same behavior of retail
margins as that noted in figures 3 and 4 prevails for the other four vegetables in
cluded in the study. These findings in the local market conform closely to those
reported in connection with similar research projects conducted . on the mainland. 9
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About half of the retail stores participating in this project do not treat their
produce section as a separate department for accounting purposes. Most of the
larger stores departmentalize their records and can therefore evaluate in a reasonably
objective way the operations of their produce departments. However, even when
the accounts are kept in this way, little or no effort is made to relate margins on
individual commodities to the costs of handling each specific item. Except in a
casual way, most score managers do not seem to consider it important or practicable
co establish margins on the basis of what it costs to handle a particular commodity.
There is evidence that some thought is given to the effect that different rates of
markup might have on sales of the commodity. Indications in this particular survey
tend co support the contention that retailers are most interested in their over-all
operations and that they do not concern themselves too much with the relative
profitability of items or even of departments. Despite chis generalization, most of
the retailers surveyed had definite opinions concerning the race of profit realized
in each section of their stores. The majority said that the produce section returned
a higher gross profit per dollar of sales than ocher departments, but the opinion
was not nearly so firm on the question of nee profit. In chose scores in which accounts
are not broken down by departments, the managers attempt to evaluate the return
on produce by making spot checks from time co time or by observing the move
ment of the various produce items and controlling the buying to maximize turnover.
WHOLESALE SHRINKAGE AND MARGINS

Wholesalers in the Honolulu market receive produce from local growers or
shippers, mainly on consignment. When imported fruits and vegetables are involved,
they buy directly from dealers on the mainland or arrange for such purchases through
local brokers and direct sales representatives of the mainland shippers. Yet, it is
not unusual for produce co pass through the hands of two or more dealers at the
wholesale level before it reaches the retailer. Practically all wholesale dealers in
Honolulu provide regular delivery service and extend credit co retailers ( even to
ocher wholesalers), for varying periods of time. These services must be considered
when the margins of wholesalers are evaluated. An important function performed
by these dealers is that of constantly reconditioning the produce on hand by sort
ing, grading, and trimming. The shrinkage in volume resulting from these opera
tions is substantial; and the cost, both in value of the produce discarded and in
labor required co perform the job, is an important item. When produce is handled
on consignment, the consignor ( usually a grower ) muse absorb the loss in volume
that results from reconditioning by the dealer, but the outlay for labor involved
is just another part of the dealer's cost of doing business. The smaller retail stores
in Honolulu usually buy produce in small lots, and this also tends co increase the
operating costs of local wholesalers.
SHRINKAGE (table 4)

Normally, the shrinkage loss involved in handling fresh produce is expected
co be less at wholesale than at retail. On the basis of the survey made in Honolulu
which covered the operations of six dealers from January through April 1953, it
appears that the situation in Honolulu differs in this respect from that on the
mainland. In fact, the shrinkage rates for head cabbage and carrots are about the
same at both levels. For head lettuce, the shrinkage of more than 10 percent at
M AR KE T IN G MARGIN S FOR SELECT E D F RES H FRUI TS AN D VEGE TABLES SOLD IN PITTSBURGH.
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Table 4. Wholesale margins and loss from shrinkage at the wholesale level on six selected vegetables,
Honolulu, Hawaii, January-April 1953.
ADJUSTE D

GROSS
COMMODITY

Head cabbage -------------------------Carrots ---·------------------------------ -----------Cucurn hers ----------------------------- 
Head lettuce --------- ---- -------
Sweetpotatoes ------------ - - -------Tomatoes -- -·----·------------------------------

MARGIN *

SHRINKAGE t

MARGIN=!:

Percent

Percent

Percent

36.74
16.23
35.42
35.91
43.35
32.62

7.65
4.86
9.80
10. 18
20 .81
11.25

31.49
11.94
28.36
28.62
28 .52
24.06

,. Expressed :as a pcccenuge of the price receiv ed from retailers by the who lesalers .
tBascd on rela t io nship of quantity sold by the wholesalers to the quanti ty rece ived~
~Margin realized after adjusting for value of shrinkage at the cost price.
No te: See table S (p . 28 ) for conversion of wholesale margins and shrinkage to pe,ccentage of retail price.

wholesale, although high in itself, is still only about two-thirds of the rate found
in retail st0res. Sweetpotat0es show an exceptionally high rate of shrinkage at
wholesale, even when proper weight is given tO the fact that shrinkage is probably
at its seasonal high during the January-April period. The indicated loss at whole
sale of 20.8 percent on sweetpotatoes, compared tO less than 3 percent at retail,
can be attributed for the most part to a high rate of discard by wholesalers. This
is because of damage from weevils and the apparent failure of growers to prepare
their sweetpotatoes properly for market. By the time the local sweetpotatoes reach
the retailers, they have been graded thoroughly and are at least partly cured. The
quality has thus been improved to a point at which retailers incur little additional
loss.
Cucumbers and t0matoes are highly perishable; and, in Honolulu, wholesale
dealers report comparatively heavy shrinkage losses on both. The rates of loss were
found to be 9.8 and 11.2 percent on cucumbers and tomatoes, respeaively. At
this rate, shrinkage at the wholesale level was almost double the average loss found
in Honolulu retail stores. Both cucumbers and tomatoes are often held in cold
rooms for varying periods of time by wholesale dealers. Before they are delivered

to retailers, both of these commodities are subjected to close inspection and often
to sorting and grading, with a consequent loss, through discarding, of that pare of
the lot that is not marketable.
Carrots and head cabbage are two of the staples in the local produce trade.
They have a relatively low unit value, and the turnover rate is usually quite high.
Also, these commodities deteriorate less quickly in storage than do such items as
head lettuce and tomatoes. Largely as a result of these characteristics, the shrinkage
losses for carrots and head cabbage, 4.9 percent and 7.6 percent respectively, are
lower than the rates on the other four vegetables included in this study. By generally
accepted trade standards, however, even these shrinkage rates are high for the
wholesale level.
Based on their unit value to growers or shippers, f.o.b. Honolulu, and based
on the volume of unloads in the local market, the shrinkage loss at wholesale only,
on the six vegetables involved in this project was about $160,000 for 1952. The
comparable loss at retail was almost $145,000, which means that the total shrinkage
occurring between receipt of the vegetables in Honolulu and sale of the commodities
to -consumers had a monetary value of about $305,000:-- While a substantial part
of this apparent loss is inherent in the handling of fresh produce and thus cannot
be avoided, it should be possible to reduce this particular marketing cost pro18

,

gressively through better handling and merchandising methods all the way from
grower or shipper to the display counter in the retail score. Among the measures
that promise to help stem this drain on Hawaii's economy are improved grading,
packaging, and transportation cogether with better facilities and more advanced
merchandising methods at both wholesale and retail. Progress has been made in
this direction in recent years, but there is still room for further gain. While a part
of the apparent shrinkage loss may be avoided, it must be recognized constantly
that reduction of this waste is generally practical only so long as the value of the
produce saved is at least equal co the cost of saving it.
MARG:NS (table 4)

During the survey period of January through April 1953, the average gross
margins taken by Honolulu wholesale dealers on sales co retailers ranged from 16.2
to 43.4 percent on the six vegetables included in this study. Attention is again
directed co the fact that more than one dealer is frequently involved in moving
produce through channels at wholesale and that the gross margins reported here
do not represent the price spread of any one wholesaler. The low markup was on
carrots, most of which are imported, while the high margin was reported for sweet
potatoes, which are mainly of local origin. Between these extremes, margins tended
to cluster between 32 and 37 percent in a small area representing something slightly
above 50 percent markup on cost. With the exception of the margin on carrots,
these aggregate gross margins of the wholesalers, expressed as a percentage of price
received from retailers, were just about as high as those taken by Honolulu retailers
( see table 3) . When these margins at wholesale are converted to monetary value,
they are, of course, much less than the dollar and cents spread taken by retailers. 10
The gross margin of 16.2 percent taken on carrots was about half the rate of markup
found on the same item at retail, but it was also less than half the rate that prevailed
on the other five vegetables at the wholesale level.
After adjusting the gross margins for shrinkage cost, the rate of return realized
by the wholesale dealers on their sales to retail outlets ranged from 11.9 percent
on carrots to 31.5 percent on head cabbage. The adjusted margins on the other
four vegetables were clustered in the bracket of 24 to 29 percent, with cucum
bers, head lettuce, and sweetpotatoes showing almost identical realized margins
of 28-plus percent. In explanation of the low margin realized on carrots, it is
probable that the dominant position of imports, which made up 73 percent of the
total Honolulu unloads of carrots in 1952, has a considerable bearing on the pricing
and markup policy of wholesalers who handle this commodity. Price quotations
on carrots offered for sale in mainland markers are readily available to the entire
produce trade, including retailers. Furthermore, as indicated earlier in this report,
the larger retailers in Honolulu are tending to by-pass local wholesalers in buying
mainland produce. Local wholesalers who handle imported produce are thus subject
to strong pressures which rend to hold the margins on such commodities at relatively
low levels. If their prices are very far out of line with those reported on the main
land, local retailers are stimulated to go around the wholesalers and buy directly.
At the same time, retailers who continue to patronize local dealers find it difficult
to compete effectively with scores that import directly from mainland markets. In
these circumstances, it is only reasonable to expect a relatively low markup at whole
sale when imports of a particular commodity make up a dominant part of the market
10

See table 5 for conversion of wholesale margins and shrinkage to percentage of retail or con

sumer price.
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supply in Hawaii. The high average quality of mainland carrots also tends to hold
the wholesale margin at a relatively low point because a minimum of sorting and
regrading is involved in handling them.
In Honolulu, the usual rate of commission on consignment sales is 15 percent
of the returns realized by the wholesaler from produce sold. Where this plan is
used, the grower or shipper must absorb the shrinkage loss that occurs before the
wholesale dealer sells his produce. As most locally grown produce is sold on con
signment, grower returns must be adjusted for the shrinkage loss in order to reach
the net return on the quantity actually delivered. On the five items of produce
( carrots excluded) included in this project, which are predominately of Island
origin, the adjusted wholesale margins listed in table 4 range from 24.1 percent
on tomatoes to 31.5 percent on head cabbage. On the other items the margin
realized was about 28.5 percent. In reconciling these adjusted margins with the
going commission rate, it must be recognized that produce is often handled by two
or more wholesale dealers before it reaches the retailers. Generally, the commission
plan is used only on the initial sale at the wholesale level. Beyond the first sale
by the receiver ( jobber or wholesaler in Honolulu parlance) each handler applies
his own markup in accordance with his usual practice. A further reason for the
apparent discrepancy between usual commission rates and realized margins is the
fact that several wholesale dealers in Honolulu are now operating, partly at least,
as cash buyers. It is perhaps significant that the net margin of 11.9 percent realized
on carrots is less than half the rate found on the other five vegetables. Carrots,
which originate mostly on the mainland, are not usually sold by one local wholesale
dealer to another in the way that much locally grown produce is moved through
the Honolulu marker. This would indicate that more direct routing of local produce
through the Honolulu wholesale market may offer opportunity for reduction of
costs incurred in moving local fruits and vegetables from grower to consumer.
PRICE BEHAVIOR

The dominant position of Honolulu as an outlet for Island-grown produce and
the relative isolation of the Territory from the standpoint of ready access to outside
sources of fresh produce would seem to provide a favorable setting for the con
ventional type of price analysis. But this is nor the case. Upon more thorough
investigation it becomes evident that a satisfactory explanation of price behavior
in the Honolulu produce market cannot be based on statistical analysis alone. This
general statement applies particularly to the six vegetables covered by this study,
but its validity in relation to other fresh fruits and vegetables is supported by
unpublished analyses that have been made by the Economics Department of the
Hawaii Agricultural Extension Service. The basic response of wholesale price to
variations in market supply is present in Honolulu, as elsewhere, but the degree of
relationship varies greatly from commodity to commodity.11 As a general rule, it may
be said that the effect of shifts in market volume on the price of a given item is
greatest when all or practically all of the supply is of local origin. For example,
there is a much closer correlation between supply and price of cucumbers, with
more than 99 percent of the Honolulu unloads locally produced, than on a com
modity such as carrots, for which imports make up more than two-thirds of the
market supply. Price making in Honolulu is of particular concern to Hawaiian
produce growers because of the consignment plan that prevails in this marker.
11
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AND VEG ETABLES-PRICES AND SUPPLIES IN
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As a first step in analyzing the behavior of produce prices in Honolulu, the
relationship between retail and wholesale prices and unloads was charted graphically
for head cabbage, comacoes, Manoa lettuce,12 and carrots. Head cabbage, comacoes,
and carrots are all staples that are handled in volume the year around. Manoa let
tuce, used here for illustrative purposes, is strictly a local crop, whereas outside
supplies of both cabbage and comacoes are available if the Honolulu price level is
high enough to justify importation. As has been noted above, only some 3 percent
of Honolulu's supply of head cabbage in 1952 was imported, but about 30 percent
of the comaco unloads came from the mainland. By contrast, mainland carrots made
up almost three-fourths of the local market supply of that item. In examining
figures 5 and 6, it becomes apparent that from July 1951 through April 1953
prices of both head cabb;l.ge and comacoes tended to move in cycles which were
partly seasonal and that the changes in price were relatively greater than the varia
tions in market supply. The same may be said of Manoa lettuce, but the tendency
in this case was less marked ( see figure 7). Prices and unloads of Manoa lettuce
do show a reasonably high degree of graphic relationship. Retail prices of all these
vegetables moved in the same general direction as wholesale prices, on both the up
and down swings, but changes in retail prices tended to lag somewhat behind the
shifts at wholesale, particularly when price relationships are examined on a weekly
basis in lieu of the monthly averages on which figures 5 through 7 are based. This
lag accounts for much of the variation in retail margins. Prices prevailing in a
given supply situation showed considerable variation; for example, 7.6 versus 2.6
cents for cabbage at wholesale in November 1951 and April 1952, respectively,
and 19.0 versus 11.2 cents for Manoa lettuce in November 1952 and December
1951, respectively. These differences in the price received for practically the same
quantities offered for sale at different times, with little change in population,
income, and other faccors affecting demand, emphasize the need for more detailed
investigation and analysis in the effort to explain many of the price movements in
the Honolulu produce market.
Carrots provide a good example of price behavior that differs distinctly from
that noted in connection with cabbage, comacoes, and lettuce. Figure 8 relates to
the retail and wholesale prices and the market supply of carrots in Honolulu from
July 1951 through April 1953. Except for the duration of the maritime strike in
June and July 1952, when imports of produce from the mainland were cut off, the ·
price of carrots in this market respond~d only slightly to marked fluctuations in
the supply. At the retail level in particular, price was remarkably stable, with more
than three-fourths of the observations falling within the range of 16 co 18 cents
a pound. This tendency to maintain a fixed price is not so apparent at wholesale,
but even there the price was surprisingly stable. More than half of the monthly
price averages were within the 11- to 13-cent range at wholesale. In evaluating
this price-supply relationship, which is an unusual one where fresh produce is
involved, it must be remembered that most of the carrots consumed in Honolulu
are of mainland origin. Also, there is said co be a distinct consumer preference for
imported carrots. Carrots are semi-perishable in that they have a fair scorage life,
and the effects of fluctuations in market supply are minimized by utilizing storage.
Mainland carrots are bought outright by local dealers. They thus represent an
investment on the basis of which the selling price is then computed. As imports
make up such a large proportion of the local unloads of carrots, it is relatively simple
12
Manoa lettuce is the Mignonette type and production for the Honolulu market is concentrated
on the island of Oahu.
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to control the market supply by increasing or decreasing orders. By utilizing storage
and controlling the imports, it is possible to maintain price stability by feeding
into market channels only the volume that will be absorbed at the going price.
Because of consumer preference for mainland carrots, the shifts in supply of the
local product do not have any marked effect on the over-all market.
The statistical technique of correlation was applied to certain price and market
supply data in order to ascertain the importance of unloads as the major determi
nant of wholesale price in the Honolulu market. This measure was used on the
data relating to head cabbage, cucumbers, tomatoes, and Manoa lettuce. Results
indicate that market supply alone has little significance as an explanation of the
price for tomatoes. For both head cabbage and cucumbers, the outcome was more
significant, because it appears that something less than half of the price movements
can be attributed to changes in unloads. In the analysis of Manoa lettuce, however,
the correlation is sufficiently high to indicate that differences in volume on the
market are largely responsible for both frequency and magnitude of price changes.
As the graphic analysis shows in figures 5 to 8, Manoa lettuce was introduced into
the correlations because it is a good example of a specialty crop which is produced
locally and which provides the total available market supply of that commodity
in Honolulu. It is not practicable to import this particular lettuce from the main
land; so the threat of imports is not an important factor in price determination.
Furthermore, there is a high degree of product differentiation that results in a
minimum of direct competition between Manoa and head lettuce. It is in line with
normal expectations to find that unloads have the greatest influence on Honolulu
prices when outside sources of supply are not readily available to supplement local
production.
Further efforts were made to obtain significant results by introducing, into a
multiple correlation, certain factors other than price and supply of a particular
commodity in Honolulu. Prices prevailing on the Pacific Coast, which is the source
of most imports, and the t0tal market supply of vegetables in Honolulu were used
as additional variables. This method of analysis was applied tO head cabbage and
comatoes. The results were not much better than had been obtained initially through
the simple correlation of supply and price. However, it is generally recognized that
when importation is practicable, the price of any local vegetable cannot long remain
much above the landed cost of the same commodity shipped into Honolulu from
the mainland. Thus, for practical purposes, there is a ceiling on prices of most
local produce. For short periods of time these prices may get out of line with the
prices prevailing on the West Coast; but, in the absence of a shipping tie-up, the
constant threat of imports imposes an effective upper limit on Honolulu produce
prices. While a more or less definite price ceiling may exist on local produce, there
is no floor under these prices because it is not now practicable for Hawaii to export
more than token quantities of fresh vegetables. As Honolulu is the one large com
mercial market available tO local vegetable producers, any glut in this market is
quickly reflected in a price decline at wholesale. In these circumstances, growers
would stand to benefit if the Honolulu market supply of produce is not pushed
above the point at which price breaks occur regularly. As mentioned previously,
once a price decline secs in on such vegetables as head cabbage and comatoes, the
trend appears tO persist for several months. A more regular flow of produce to
the local market should be effective in smoothing out the high and low points in
the price curve, with beneficial results accruing to growers, dealers, and consumers
alike.
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A further clue in the search for a logical explanation of price movements
in the Honolulu produce market may lie in a scudy previously made by N. Keith
Roberrs. 13 Although correlations relating to individual commodities produced re
sults that were no better than those described in this report, a more significant
relationship between price and market supply was found when certain produce items
were combined. For example, when head cabbage, lettuce, and tomatoes were com
bined with several other green-salad ingredients and a weighted unit price was
obtained for the lot, the degree of correlation between the combined supply of the
several items and the weighted unit price was higher than had been found for
the separate commodities. This means that if the total supply of the related vege
tables is held constant, then price movements of individual items tend to be com
pensatory, and the price responses of one commodity may often be distorted because
of the joint relationship. It is probable that both the element of substitution and
the desire for change, as well as use of customary combinations of ingredients, enter
into and account for most of these particular price-quantity relationships.
Despite the fact that neither graphic nor correlation analysis is entirely satis
factory as a basis for explaining the behavior of produce prices in Honolulu, each
of these methods provides some insight into the price-making process that prevails
in this market. When the statistical resul ts are combined with observations based
on the location of the market and the operating methods of local produce dealers,
the composite view is a much more satisfactory explanation of the price activity
related to the six vegetables included in this project. In pricing fresh produce,
local dealers must be constantly aware of the price situation on the mainland, par
ticularly on commodities that are regularly imported by Hawaii; and they must
consider whether the present and prospective supplies of Island produce, by com
modities and in total, are in line with normal market requirements. They then
must set and try to maintain the price at the level which in their collective judg
ment is the maximum at which the market will absorb the available supply. As
pointed out previously, the high point for those items that are normally imported
is a price roughly comparable to the landed cost of the mainland produce plus a
margin of profit for the local dealers. Despite the prevalence of consignment sales
in the handling of local produce, there is apparently no reason to believe that
Honolulu dealers deliberately push the market price below rhe level at which a
given commodity will move readily into consumption. Ties between growers and
dealers are unusually close in chis marker, and dealers are constantly on the alert
to please their shippers. However, it is said that those dealers who handle both
local and imported produce will devore greater effort to moving the imports. This
allegation appears to possess an element of logic because imported produce is usually
bought outright and thus represents an investment on which the dealer muse recover
scmething above landed cost if he is to realize any profit. The several subjective
factors that enter into the pricing of fresh produce in Honolulu, together with the
organizational structure and geographical location of the market, may be largely
responsible for the unconventional way in which prices of several commodities
react in given circumstances.
DISTRIBUTION OF CONSUMER DOLLAR

An additional purpose of the project on which this report is based was to estab
lish a basis for allocating the retail dollar used in buying the six selected vegetables
13
Unpublished analyses of fresh fruit and vegetable prices in Honolulu by N. Keith Roberts,
formerly of the Economics Department of the Hawaii Agric ultural Extension Service.
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in Honolulu scores. This distribution of the consumer's dollar is of real interest.
It shows the relative shares taken by the several marketing agencies involved in
moving produce from point of delivery, in Honolulu, co point of sale to the con
sumer. Knowledge of this breakdown is a necessary prelude co critical analysis of
the marketing process. By becoming aware of the costs and margins prevailing in
a given field, those individuals and organizations who are seeking to reduce the
spread between farmer and consumer are in better position to focus attention on
those points in ·the marketing process that offer prospects for improvement.
In this -phase of the general project relating co the marketing of fruits and
vegetables in Honolulu, the measurement of margins was limited co the markup
taken at retail and wholesale levels by dealers included in the sample (see table 5
and figure 9) . The specific item of cost investigated was shrinkage loss after the
produce has been delivered to the Honolulu market. For reasons outlined at the
beginning of this report, ic was not thought feasible to break the margins down
further by establishing detailed operating costs of retailers and wholesalers. Re
search into the operating efficiency of Honolulu produce dealers, both wholesale
and retail, may offer a field for profitable study in conducting future projects.
RETAIL MARGINS

Retail margins realized on the six vegetables, after allowance was made for
shrinkage loss, absorbed an average of one-third of the consumer's dollar used for
purchase of these commodities in Honolulu stores during the period of January
through April 1953. The actual range was from 28.7 percent on carrots co 36.7 per
cent on sweetpotatoes. Cucumbers, head lettuce, head cabbage, and tomatoes were
more or less evenly spaced from low to high within the range. On the basis of mar
gins reported by the United States Department of Agriculture in connection with a
study of the produce departments of retail scores in Charlotte, North Carolina,14 it
appears that the realized margins ( expressed in percentage of sales) on the six se
lected vegetables are perhaps a third greater in Honolulu than in the North Carolina
city. In making this comparison, it must be considered that allowance has been made
for shrinkage loss and that the relationship between realized margins is not an
indication of the relative shrinkage rates in Hawaii and on the mainland. An addi
tional factor co be kept in mind, when comparing margins, is the relative cost of
Table 5. Distribution of the consumer dollar used to buy six selected vegetables,
Honolulu, Hawaii, January-April 1953.
CUCUM-

HEAD
DISTRIBUTION

Retail level:
Realized margin * ________ _
Shrinkage cost t ---------Wholesale level:
Realized margin "· -------Shrinkage cost t ---··----Return to grower or
shipper, f.o.b. Honolulu
Total __ ____ __ .........

CABBAGE

CARROTS

BERS

I

HEAD

SWEET-

LETTUCE

POTATOES

TOMATOES

Percmt

Percent

Percent

Percent

28.7
3.3

30.6
3.9

32.9
10.9

36.7

35.4
3.9

19.5
3.2

8.1
2.9

18 .6
4 .6

16. 1
4.1

17.6

9.2

14.6
5.2

39.2
100.0

57.0
100.0

42 . 3
100.0

36.0
100.0

34.9
100.0

40.9
100.0

Percent

Percent

33.8
4.3

1.6

• Gross margin on selling pri ce adjusted for Joss from shrinkage.

t Includes

spoilage, trim , and o che r throw-aw.1y loss computed

:it

cost price.

u PRODUCE DEPARTMENT SPACE UTILIZATION, GROSS MARGINS, AND OPERATING COSTS IN SELECTED
RETAIL STORI:S IN CHARLOTTE , N.

c. Marketing Res. Rpt. 36, U. S. Dept. Agr., June 1953 .
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doing business in the areas under consideration. Reliable information on this sub
ject is not now available, particularly in Hawaii, and critical evaluation of the
margins realized by local dealers is therefore difficult.
SHRINKAGE COSTS RETAIL

Shrinkage costs at retail varied greatly. Sweetpotatoes showed a low of 1.6 cents
per dollar spent at retail, and head lettuce had the highest rate of the six vegetables
with almost 11 cents of each consumer dollar required to cover shrinkage. Shrinkage
on the other four vegetables ranged from 3.3 to 4.3 cents of each consumer dollar.
At these rates, the average cost of shrinkage loss in retail stores is around 4.6 percent
of the retail dollar. This does not differ greatly from the average rate reported
for the same commodities in Charlotte, North Carolina. Shrinkage rates of particular
vegetables in the two areas differ substantially, but the general average is approx
imately the same in both cases.
WHOLESALE MARGI NS

Wholesale margins on the six vegetables, after adjustment for shrinkage loss,
were equivalent to almost 16 percent of the consumer's dollar. Based on magnitude
in dollars and cents, average margins realized by wholesale dealers in the Honolulu
market were thus about half the average price spread obtained by retailers. On
individual vegetables, the part of the consumer's dollar that was required to cover
the realized margin of the wholesale dealers varied from a low of 8.1 cents on
carrots to a high of 19.5 cents on head cabbage. Between these extremes the whole
saler's margins, adjusted for spoilage loss, were grouped between 14.6 and 18.6
cents of each retail dollar. Substantial quantities of the vegetables involved in this
project were handled by two or more wholesale dealers. This factor, together with
the services performed by wholesale dealers, should be given appropriate weight
in evaluating the reasonableness of the margins realized by wholesale produce
dealers in Honolulu.
SHRINKAGE COSTS WHOLESALE

Shrinkage costs occurring after vegetables are delivered to the Honolulu market
but before they reach the retail outlets are a surprisingly important element of
marketing cost. On the six seleaed vegetables this shrinkage was equivalent to
about 5 cents of each dollar used by Honolulu consumers in buying these com
modities. This average cost of shrinkage is actually greater, both in physical volume
and in monetary value, than that found at the retail level. Together, the shrinkage
costs at the two levels of trade absorb 9.6 cents of each consumer dollar. As was
mentioned above, this shrinkage cost at retail and at wholesale aggregates some
$305,000 when applied to the quantities of the six vegetables unloaded in Honolulu
in 1952. On the individual commodities, cost of shrinkage at wholesale ran from
2.9 cents per dollar of retail sales on carrots to 9.2 cents on sweetpotatoes. The
other four items fell within the range of 3.2 to 5.2 cents.
GROWER RETURNS OR PAYMENTS TO SH IP PERS

Grower returns or payments to shippers for deliveries of the six vegetables,
f.o.b. Honolulu, represented close to 40 percent of the price paid by consumers for
the items involved. By commodities, considerable variation was found in the residual
remaining after margins and shrinkage costs at retail and wholesale were deducted
from the price paid by the consumer. The charges incurred in moving the vegetables
through the Honolulu marketing channels made up approximately 43 percent of
the retail price of carrots, but on sweetpotatoes they totaled over 65 percent. For
the other four commodities, the costs of retailing and wholesaling aggregated 58
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to 64 percent of the consumer dollar. The residual that represents the part of the
retail price that is available to pay for produce delivered in Honolulu is the return

from which local growers or shippers must pay the costs for grading, packing, and
transportation. They must also realize compensation tor the actual cost of the
vegetables themselves; and, if any margin then remains, it is this final increment
which represents the profit to the grower or shipper. So far as imported produce
is conec::rned, the residual indicated in table 5 is the part of each consumer dollar
that is available to pay ocean transportation charges, cover the cost of the vegetables
at point of export, and defray such other expenses as brokerage and local cartage.
No effort was made in this study to measure costs at the grower or shipper level.
Such a project would necessarily need to follow more closely along commodity
lines, because a derailed investigation of growing, harvesting, packing, and shipping
operations would be required for each vegetable.
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